Federal Election Week 3  
Aug. 27-29, 2021

Some questions held for future release. Other questions have already been released.

Today we have some questions for you about Canada, important issues to you, and ongoing global events. Let’s start...

[Insert picture]

Q10.  
BASE=ALL  
Single choice

If you were able to choose the result, among the most likely options, which type of government would you like to see as a result of this election?

[RANDOMIZE PARTY ORDER]  
Liberal Majority  
Liberal Minority  
CPC Majority  
CPC Minority  
NDP Majority  
NDP Minority

Q11.  
BASE=ALL  
Single choice

And regardless of what you would like to see happen, what do you expect will happen?

[RANDOMIZE PARTY ORDER – SAME AS PREVIOUS]  
Liberal Majority  
Liberal Minority  
CPC Majority  
CPC Minority  
NDP Majority  
NDP Minority